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Lin Ziming’s words directly caused all the Lin family members present to
open their eyes, and their reaction was unprecedented!
Many people suddenly became angry, staring at Lin Ziming, almost mad.
The senior old people who were talking just now grabbed their chests, the
blood on their faces faded, and they were gasping for breath. They were
about to faint because of the excitement.
Lin Shanhe also reacted tremendously, and he blurted out.
Donated over 50 billion inheritance?
What kind of prodigal can this be done! !
Suddenly, these words of Lin Ziming aroused the anger of many people.
They tore their faces and began to stand up directly and walked to Lin
Ziming to swear, accusing Lin Ziming: “Prodigal son! Prodigal son! More
than 50 billion yuan. You actually donated his inheritance!?”
“A wicked animal! Lin Ziming, you are such a wicked animal!”
“It’s unreasonable, the more than 50 billion is the hard-earned money of the
Lin family. What does it have to do with your Lin Ziming! You actually
donated this money?! I really want to kill you! Fuck! , I should have killed
you four years ago!”
“Yeah, he should have been killed in the first place! There will be so many
things if he is killed! My God, more than 50 billion, more than 50 billion!”
“Why are you still telling him so much now? Just do it and kill him. What
else is there for such a prodigal son?!”
A group of Lin family were filled with righteous indignation, and they all
stared directly at Lin Ziming. The eyes that looked at Lin Ziming were full
of hatred, hostility, and anger.
However, facing the anger of so many people, Lin Ziming didn’t have the
slightest panic or nervousness. On the contrary, he had a faint smile on his
face, drank tea without panic, and said, “This is what grandpa left for me.
The money, it’s my business that I donated it, does it have anything to do
with you?”
“fart!”
An uncle in his seventies pointed at Lin Ziming and cursed, “What is your
money! Have you made any contribution to the Lin family? That’s the Lin
family’s money! It is the hard work of more than 200 people in the Lin
family? Is your money related to you for half a dime!? Lin Ziming, you
wicked animal, you simply deceived your master and annihilated your
ancestors. It is a shame for the Lin family to leave you as a person!
My uncle said this too loudly, and his complexion began to gloomy. He
stared at his uncle directly and said: “Uncle, you said too much. Expelled
from the Lin Family, regretting that I have not found out to speak for me,
but now you say I am the Lin Family’s shame?
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Uncle looked at Lin Ziming with a savage expression. There was no kind of
kindness and guilt when he faced Lin Ziming just now. Now his eyes
flashed with anger and hatred, and he could not wait for Lin Ziming to die.
The same is true of other people, glaring at Lin Ziming one by one, like a
group of demons in hell, as long as there is a fuse, they will immediately
pounce on Lin Ziming and bite Lin Ziming to death.
Lin Ziming’s eyes flicked across the faces of these so-called relatives, and
now his heart was colder than ever before, and the last trace of nostalgia was
cut off!
At this moment, Lin Zihao, who had been silent for a long time, spoke, “Lin
Ziming, you have enough, no acting, you can’t donate this money.”
Hearing what Lin Zihao said, everyone was stunned, and then they started to
react, yes, more than 50 billion, Lin Ziming is not a stupid, how could he
donate such a large sum of money?
Alas, it’s all because they were too emotional just now, and their brains
weren’t clear enough, they were actually deceived by Lin Ziming.
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